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“I Am” Collage Craft Kit (Pk/24)
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING
YOUR KIT CONTAINS:
• Patterned background
• 2 “word” sheets for photocopying
• Black paper
• Watercolor paint trays
• Paint brushes
• Glue sticks

MAKING IT EASY to SAVE MORE on your next order!

15

% OFF
No $ Minimum

Please mention Offer Code: M2467
Limit one per order.
May not be combined with other offers
or bid or contract pricing.
See ssww.com for Offer Terms and Conditions.
We reserve the right to terminate this
offer at any time without notice.

YOU WILL NEED:
• Pencils
• Scissors
• Cups of water
• Paper towels
• Flat work surface
• Black ballpoint pens (optional)

Call Toll-Free

1-800-243-9232
Online:

ssww.com
EACH PERSON SHOULD HAVE:
• 1 piece patterned background
• 1 piece black paper
• A watercolor paint tray
• A paint brush
• 1 each of the photocopied
word sheets

Email:
cservice@ssww.com
FAX:
1-800-566-6678

AGE GROUP: 8 and up
PROJECT TIME: 45 minutes
© Copyright 2018 S&S® Worldwide Inc. All rights reserved. No part of this project may be
copied or duplicated without the express written permission of S&S Worldwide.

Kit may contain silicone gel packets, which should be removed before use.

GP3326

Note: This project requires instructor access to a photocopier.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Preparation Instructions: Photocopy the word sheets as needed for your group. Each person
needs 1 of each word sheet.

1. Use the Watercolor to paint the patterned background. Allow to dry. You can now go back and
add another layer of color/detail.

Project Concept: Everyone creates a collage about their own characteristics using the shape of 1 of
their hands as a defining design of the collage. We suggest having a quick discussion with the group
to talk about what traits and characteristics are and come up with a couple examples.

TIP: If the edges of the paper curl once completely dry, simply roll in the opposite direction so the
sheet will lay flat.

What is a Characteristic (also called “Character Trait”)? A quality of belief that makes or sets a person
apart from others. These are often shown with descriptive adjectives: is honest, patient, happy
etc. It is through Characteristics that you learn about a person’s personality (or your own). Some
Characteristics have to do with underlying values or beliefs, some can be good, and some can be
bad. Some Characteristics are learned or developed. For example: Educated and Athletic are 2
examples of learned or developed characteristics.
To further reinforce the concept, have the group discuss a popular movie or book character and
identify some of his/her characteristics. For example: Harry Potter could be brave, loyal, strongwilled and instinctive.

Refer to our finished samples for reference as needed:

2. Next lay the sheet of black paper flat onto your work surface and use a pencil (or have a friend
help you) to trace your hand and wrist. Use scissors to carefully cut out the silhouette of your
hand and glue onto your painted background. (See image of finished sample for placement)
3. You have 2 different styles of “I AM” medallions to choose from. Decide which one you like best
and carefully cut around the circular dotted edge and glue to the center of your hand silhouette.
4. Next read through the list of words on your sheets and find between 30-45 words that you feel
best represent you (or the future you).
Note: If there are other words you would like to include, feel free to add them by writing them in
black pen on a small piece of paper.
5. Cut out and arrange the words on the patterned background, however you’d like. Once you’re
happy with the amount of words and their placement, glue them to the patterned background
surrounding your hand. Allow to dry.

